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Data on the position of nonphysical (lying beyond the region of determination) steady statesare shown to be of use for understanding the dynamic
behavior of chemical reactions, in particular, the reasons for slow relaxations.

IIoKa3aHo, qTO 14[HdpOpMalLtL~O nono)KeHHHlledpH3HqecKHx (He~allJ~X BHe o~IaCTH
onpe~ttneHHS) CTal~oHapltldX COCTO~IHI4t~none3Ha ~1~ HOHHMaIDt#I~HaMHqecKoro nOBe~elil4~ XHMH',IeCKoApeaKRee, B qaCTHOCTH, IIpHt~H BO3HHIC.HOBeHILq MeKnetms~x ,pe-

naKcaum~.

Prolonged transient regimes were found experimentally in chemical reactions
in greatly differenthomogeneous (gas and liquid phase) and heterogeneous media.
In several cases the non-steady-state kinetic curves have an induction period and
are S-shaped. It has been shown previously /I-3/, that such slow relaxationscan
be of the purely kinetic origin, and for their interpretationone does not need to apply
any additonal factors (e. g. processes of exchange between surface and bulk of the
catalyst in heterogeneous catalytic reactions/4/). It has been shown that slow relaxations
are associatedwith vioiating the continuous dependence of w=limiting sets (i.e. sets
consisting of the pointswhich the solution approaches at t

> ~ ) on the parameters

and the initialconditions/5/, and of the other peculiarRies of the dynamics, i.e.
the existence of Poisson-unstabletrajectories/6/completely lying in the reaction
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polyhedron (the latter is characterized by balance limitations and the condition
of nonnegative concentrations). In the presence of the above peculiarities (hifurcatiom, etc. ) and near them, the non-steady-state kinetic dependences are characterized
by slow relaxations.
The present paper is devoted to the description of one of the above effects
associated with the specificity of chemical systems. The kinetic equations define
on the reaction polyhedron not a dynamic system (flux), but only a semi-dynamic
system (semi-flux): as a rule, oniy positive semitrajectortes are physicaUy meaningful
(at t > 0), the extension of solurions for negative times (t < O) usuaUy leads to the
formation of "nonphysical" concentrations, and starting from a certain t o < 0 (at
t < to), the solution leaves t h e reaction polyhedron. Hence the bifurcations of
~o -limiting sets (e. g. the change in the number of steady states) in the polyhedron
can occur not ordy via the usual dynamic route (e. g. through the appearance of
nonrough steady-state points), but also through the appearance of new limiting
points on the polyhedron boundary, i . e . through the "creeping" of the nonphysical
steady state (lying beyond the region of determination) into the physical region.
Consider a :simple example, i. e, a reactionn mechanism consisting of the
following series of steps:
I) A 2 + 2 Z ~ ' ~ " 2AZ,
3) A Z + B Z

2) B + Z v - 2 B Z ,
9

The dynamic model corresponding to the above mechanism is
[A'Z] = 2klPA2[Z]2 - 2k.I[AZ]2 - k3[AZ][BZ]

[B'Z] = k2PB[ZJ-k=2[BZ]- kz[AZ ] [BZ]

[AZ] + [BZ] + [Z] -- 1
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Fig, 1. Dependences [AZ(t)], [BZ(t)] for various rate constants k. 1 = 1 (1),
I0-I (2), 10 "2 (3), 10 "3 (4) and 10 "4 s (5)

where PAg and PB are the partial pressures of the substances A 2 and B, [AZ],
[BZ] and [Z] are the concentrations of various substances on the catalyst surface
and k.+i are reaction rate constants.
At k2p B > 2kiPA2 the steady state is unique and stable/7/: at k 2 : 0 it is
characterized by the total surface coverage by substance B ([BZ] i= i, [AZ] = 0),
Let the initialstate of the catalyst be such that its surface is practically completely
covered by substance A 2 ([BZ]t=0 = 0, [AZ]t= 0 = 0.999). Let the desorption con =
stant k l be small. Then the dependences [AZ(t)] and [BZ(t)] are characterized
by a distinctinduction period. With increasing k l, the induction period becomes
less distinctand finally disappears (Fig. 1).
Upon motion from any initialconditions, the phase trajectoriesbehave as
follows: firstthey reach the vicinity of some special curve rather rapidly, then the
motion occurs more slowly along thiscurve. The meaning of the special curve
tefetred to/1/as the "main stream" has not been elucidated previously. However,
this curve is no more than a specifictrajectory (separatrix)which goes to the stable
steady state lying in the reaction polyhedron from the unstable steady statepositioned
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Fig. 9.. Steady states and main isoelines of system (1) for various values of parameter
k.l: I -

[AZ] =0, I' - k . 1 = I 0-3s,

I" - k- 1 =I0 "9s-l,

1 " ' - k. 1 = 1 0 " l s "1, 2 - [BZ] =0

outside it, To draw this trajectory, it ls necessary to know the position of the steady
state located beyond the region of physical determination.
For the example under consideration (klPA2 = k2PB = 1 s"1, k2 = 0, k3 = 0.5 s'l),
besides the boundary steady state ([AZ] = 0, [BZ] = 1), belonging to the reaction
polyhedron S = {([AZ], [BZ]): [AZ] > 0, [BZ]>0, [AZ] + [BZ]<I) , there
always exists a real steady state lying outside the region of system defined (at
0 < k 1 < 1 its

coordinates are characterized by the inequalities [AZ] > 1,

[BZ] < 0). The position of this steady state, the point of intersection of the main
isoclines (zero-isoclines) of the system ([AZ] = 0 and [BZ] = 0) is shown in Fig. 2
as a function of the value of parameter k l. At small values of k l this point is
positioned sufficiently close to thetegion of our initial conditons (at k l = 0 it
becomes the boundary umtable steady-state point). R is the proximity of the initial

conditions to the steady state outside the reaction polyhedron that is responsible
for the slow transient regime. Note that besides two real steady states, system (1)
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has also two complex steady states, which at bifurcational values of the p a r a m e t e r s / 7 /
become real, appearing in the reaction polyhedron as a nonrough internal steady
state. The proximity of complex roots of system (1) to the reaction polyhedron S is
also responsible for the stow relaxation in s y s t e m / 3 / .
Similar results can also be obtained from consideration of the more simple
reaction mechanism: 1) A + 7 ~

AZ, 2) B + Z . ~ BZ, 3) AZ + BZ

~AB + 2Z.

Thus, the effect of slow relaxations ca n also be observed when the steady
state inside the reaction polyhedron is unique and stable as a whole (all positive
solutions tend to it at t ~

~ ) . For this it suffices that the "external" (nonphysical)

steady state should be close to the polyhedron boundary, and the initial conditions
positioned in its vicinity from the opposite boundary side (inside the polyhedron).
We believe that this fact is of general significance. As a role, t h e kinetic
equations are nonlinear and should have several steady-state solutions, but not aU
of them are physicaUy meaningful (negative and complex szeady-state solutions
are possible). But as has been shown, slow transient regimes can also be observed
when the physically meaningless sredy-state solutions are positioned near the reaction
polyhedron. It is evident that the same situation can also be observed in closed
systems, where the positive point of detailed equilibrium is always u n i q u e / 8 - 9 / .
Thus, to understand the dynamics of chemical reactions (in particular, the reasons
for the induction periods) in the physically determined region of compositions, the
knowledge of the positions of all steady-states of the system may be informative.
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